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Performance of Synchronous Machine Models
in a Series-Capacitor Compensated System

Shashidhara M. Kotian and K. N. Shubhanga

Abstract—This paper compares the IEEE-specified generator
models such as the equivalent circuit (EC) models and the op-
erational inductance (OI) models to understand their damping
performances in the IEEE first-benchmark system for subsyn-
chronous resonance study. These models are found to differ
from one another only to an extent they accurately represent the
standard transfer functions. By carrying out different case studies
an effort is made to analyze the influence of these differences
among the models on the damping performance of swing-mode
and torsional modes. Through a detailed eigenvalue analysis and
time-domain simulations, it is demonstrated that these models
offer differing results with respect to swing-mode, thereby strongly
influencing the power system stabilizer (PSS) performances, espe-
cially when the system is series compensated. Even the torsional
mode interactions are found to exhibit dependency on the models
employed for the generators. Such a study is expected to provide
better insight into the behavior of generator models and controller
design/tuning in system analysis.

Index Terms—Eigenvalue analysis, modal speeds, subsyn-
chronous resonance, synchronous machine models.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N a stability constrained power system, fixed series capac-
itor (FSC) compensation of transmission lines has been the

natural choice for improving the power transfer capability [1].
However, such schemes are found to cause subsynchronous
resonance (SSR) problems with turbogenerators involving
torsional mode interactions depending on the compensation
level [2]–[7]. To analyze SSR, eigenvalue-based approach is
generally preferred [5], [6], as it gives better insight into the
hidden modes associated with the system and complements the
time-domain-based analysis. These studies provide information
to design different countermeasures for mitigating the SSR [2].
However, carrying out such studies is not straightforward as
it involves detailed modeling of power system components,
more importantly the synchronous machines. In this regard,
there has been a continued effort to suggest different models
for synchronous machines for power system applications
[8]–[21]. They are generally classified as phase-domain (PD),
voltage-behind-reactance (VBR), and -based models. The
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PD model [8]–[12] is expressed in terms of the machine’s phys-
ical variables and phase coordinates. As in the PD model, in the
VBR model [13]–[17], the stator circuit is represented in phase
coordinates; but the rotor subsystem in rotor reference frame.
These models are found to provide an accurate representation
of internal machine phenomena, for example, stator inter-turn
and/or inter-windings faults [8], [14]. The model [5]–[7],
[22] which uses Park’s transformation eliminates the problem
of time-varying inductances that exist in the PD and VBR
models, and therefore, has found wide applications in most of
the nodal analysis-based EMTP-type of packages (such as ATP
[23], MicroTran [24], PSCAD/EMTDC [25], EMTP-RV [26],
etc.) and state-variable-based simulation packages (such as
MATLAB/Simulink [27], Eurostag [28], Simpow, PSS/E [29],
DIgSILENT PowerFactory [30], PowerWorld [31], etc.). Also,
it is shown in [21] that the model performs identical to
PD and VBR models for system-level transients analysis under
unbalanced (as well as balanced) conditions.
The IEEE standard 1110-2002 [32] has suggested two

major categories of models: equivalent circuit-based
models (EC-model) and operational inductance-based models
(OI-model). These model variations are suggested in an
attempt to arrive at a state-model which truly represents
the standard transfer functions and for -axis
and for -axis [32], and simultaneously map to the
original state variables as far as possible. Such a transfer func-
tion-based (lumped-parameter) model is preferred for most
of the system-side transient analysis [3], [21], [33], [34] as it
captures the full details of the synchronous generator without
requiring to use the basic coupled-circuit time-varying pa-
rameters. These transfer functions are obtained by conducting
the IEEE standard-specified tests such as standstill frequency
response (SSFR) tests in addition to many other open- and
short-circuit tests [35]. In the EC-model [5], a circuit-model
is derived to obtain a state-space model. Here, the circuit pa-
rameters are evaluated from the standard parameters (-transient
and subtransient reactances and time constants) by employing
a classical data conversion procedure [36], [37]. This leads to
a synchronous machine model where neither of the transfer
functions is accurately represented. This EC-model has been
found to be used widely in most of the industry-grade software
packages [27]–[31] since the procedure is straightforward to
implement. It is also noted that in EMTP-kind of packages
[23]–[26], an involved data conversion procedure, referred
to as Canay/Refined Canay data conversion, is employed to
arrive at a circuit-model which fits accurately [38]–[40].
However, such a procedure is found to provide a close fit of the
given in most of the cases though not exact. In contrast
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Fig. 1. IEEE first benchmark model.

to EC-model, in OI-model [6], a state-model is derived directly
in terms of the standard parameters. In the basic OI-model,
only is accurately represented. However, in a refined
OI-model [41] (referred to as OIR-model in this paper), both

and are perfectly represented, giving an accurate
model for the machine.
In this paper, a comparative study has been carried out to un-

derstand the small-signal performance of the EC-models and
the OI-models with respect to the IEEE first-benchmark system
(FBS) for SSR study [42], which is characterized by many tor-
sional modes that are distributed in a relatively wide frequency
range. Though parametric kind of analysis is well documented
in the literature [43] related to the IEEE FBS, this paper high-
lights the influence of these synchronous machine models on the
damping performance of both torsional and swing modes and
in turn on the effectiveness of damping controllers, especially
when the system is FSC compensated. The paper is structured as
follows. Section II provides system details and introduces these
synchronous generator models for ready reference. The results
of the eigenvalue analysis along with time-domain simulations
to validate the eigen-predictions for various cases are presented
in Sections III–V.

II. SYSTEM DETAILS AND COMPARISON
OF SYNCHRONOUS MACHINE MODELS

Fig. 1 shows the IEEE first benchmark system used in the
SSR analysis [42]. One damper, , and field winding, , on the
-axis, while on the -axis two damper windings and are
considered. System details such as generator standard param-
eters and the mechanical damping employed are provided in
Appendix A for ready reference.
In the following lines, the EC-models and the OI-models are

discussed briefly only for -axis. The -axis flux-linkage equa-
tion is given by

(1)

where the standard transfer functions are given by

(2)

(3)

A. EC-Model

In this case, the generator modeling involves the determina-
tion of the basic parameters such as the field/damper winding
resistances and their respective leakage reactances from the
standard parameters and the specified stator leakage reactance

using the classical data-conversion procedure indicated in
Appendix B [5], [36]. In this procedure, it is assumed that the
field resistance is zero while evaluating the damper winding
resistance and when the field circuit resistance is determined
the damper winding is assumed to be open-circuited. Thus,
this approach provides a straightforward method to choose
state variables which can be mapped directly to the actual
machine variables, say, field current, -damper winding current
etc. However, this simplified process leads to an inaccurate
representation of both the standard transfer functions
and .

B. OI-Model

In this case, to arrive at state-model, (1) is re-written as

(4)

where as per the IEEE standard [32], is given by

(5)

The short-circuit time-constants are derived by using (6) and
(7)—see Appendix C. Further, to arrive at a state-model which
maps truly to the original machine variable, it is assumed that

in (3). This leads to a simplified OI-model where
only is exact. A partial set of state equations (only for
-axis) is listed below [6]:

C. OIR-Model

In this case, an attempt is made to derive a state-model
representing accurately as well as unlike in the
OI-model. It is to be noted that the realization of the OIR-model
requires the value of which is not generally specified along
with the set of the standard parameters. Therefore is
approximately determined using the available standard param-
eters as per the IEEE-specified equation—see Appendix D. A
partial set of state equations (only for -axis) is listed below:

Note that though this approach provides an accurate state-space
model of a synchronous generator, the state variable, say, ,
does not map directly to the -damper coil flux-linkage.
To enable comparison of the above said synchronousmachine

models, the standard transfer functions applicable to -axis such
as and are de-
rived for each model employing 2.2 model for the generator
[5], [32]. These transfer functions are listed in Table I. From
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TABLE I
GENERATOR-MODEL TRANSFER FUNCTIONS

the tabulated results, it can be seen that the EC-model leads us
to open/short-circuit time-constants which differ significantly
from the standard values. For example, is obtained
as 5.4662/0.0252 s, whereas the standard value is 4.3/0.032 s.
However, in the OI-model, is exact; whereas with OIR-
model, both and are accurately represented.

D. EC(Canay)-Model

In this model, Canay data-conversion procedure [39] is em-
ployed to determine the circuit parameters—see Appendix E.
The standard transfer functions for this EC-model are also
shown in Table I. It is evident from the table that the EC(Canay)
is almost identical to the OIR-model with an insignificant dif-
ference in .
Note:
1) The OIR-model turns out be exactly identical to the
EC(Canay) if obtained in this EC-model is directly
utilized in the OIR-model instead of that given by (8).

2) It should be noted that the synchronous machine models
as shown above differ from one another (with respect to
the standard transfer functions) only when the detailed
models, i.e., 2.2. models are employed. When a reduced
order model (with no rotor winding or at the most, one
rotor winding on each of the - and -axes; e.g., 1.1, 1.0
or 0.0) is employed, all the four synchronous machine
models become identical. In other words, the standard
transfer functions turn out to be the same for all the four
models and are given below:

Thus, it is clear that the differences between the models
are only with respect to the standard transfer functions,

and . To bring out the influence of these
differences among the models on the damping performance
of swing-mode and torsional modes in an FSC compensated
system, the following cases are considered.
• Without AVR: Since is constant, the influence of
does not figure in the model performance. Thus, the OI-
and OIR/EC(Canay)-models are identical and differ from
EC-model only with respect to .

• With AVR: This case considers a single time-constant
static exciter (see Appendix A for the exciter parameters).

TABLE II
FSC COMPENSATION FOR THE PERFECTLY TUNED CONDITIONS

Here, the influence of both and are
brought out.

• With PSS: Two types of PSS such as slip-signal and
Delta-P-Omega PSS are considered (see Appendix A
for the PSS parameters). This case accounts the effect
of PSS-controllers in addition to the standard transfer
functions.

Eigenvalue analysis is carried out on MATLAB and time-do-
main simulations are performed on SIMULINK with step-size
less than 10 s employing trapezoidal method of integration.
A perturbation in the form of a step change in the mechanical
power of all the turbines is considered for applying the distur-
bance. In the time-domain simulations, the modal speed devi-
ations [44]–[46] are evaluated to understand the behavior of a
given mode. In an effort to calculate the modal speeds in the
simulation responses, the modal speed deviation corre-
sponding to mode , is approximately obtained as follows:

where is a vector containing the left eigenvector com-
ponents corresponding to individual angular speed devia-
tions of the rotor masses of the turbine-generator system

. It is to be noted that these
eigenvectors are obtained corresponding to the unconnected
mechanical system neglecting damping.

III. INFLUENCE OF GENERATOR MODELS
ON TORSIONAL-DYNAMICS

In this section, influence of the synchronous machine models
on the torsional dynamics has been investigated. It is known that
IEEE FBS is characterized by five torsional modes of which the
torsional mode-5 is uncontrollable by any means due to its high
value of modal inertia [6]. Therefore analysis of the damping
performance is restricted to torsional mode-1 to mode-4. Case
studies are performed by varying FSC compensation around the
perfectly tuned conditions for each of the torsional modes, as-
suming full-load conditions (i.e., pu). For example, to
study the damping performance of mode-2, FSC compensation
is varied in a smaller step around pu (see Table II).

A. Damping Performance of Torsional Mode-1

In this section, damping performance of torsional mode-1 is
studied for various degrees of FSC compensation. Note that
mode-1 is perfectly tuned for pu (see Table II) and
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Fig. 2. Root-locus plot of mode-1 in the absence of AVR.

Fig. 3. Root-locus plot of mode-1 in the presence of AVR.

FSC compensation is varied from pu to
pu in step of 0.01 pu.

1) Mode-1 PerformanceWithout AVR: The root-locus plot of
the mode-1 without AVR is as shown in Fig. 2. The figure shows
that the OI-model and OIR/EC(Canay)-model behave identi-
cally since is ineffective and is the same in both
the models. From the figure it is also evident that difference in

among the EC-model and the OI [or OIR/EC(Canay)]-
model contributes to deviation in the damping.
2) Mode-1 Performance With AVR: Fig. 3 shows the root-

locus plot of the mode-1 when AVR is enabled. From the figure
it can be seen that the OIR/EC(Canay)-model diverges signifi-
cantly from the OI-model, though these two models differ only
in . The EC-model predictions deviate further due to the
difference in both and , from the other two models.
Further, it can be seen that, since the OIR/EC(Canay)-model
represents slightly close to that of the EC-model, the char-
acteristic tends to shift towards the EC-model though the mag-
nitude of deviation is relatively large.
3) Mode-1 Performance With PSS: In this case, Delta-P-

Omega PSS is enabled and the influence of the generator models
on the damping performance of mode-1 is investigated. From
Fig. 4 it is evident that the performance is quite similar to that

Fig. 4. Root-locus plot of mode-1 in the presence of Delta-P-Omega PSS.

TABLE III
MODE-1: , WITH DELTA-P-OMEGA PSS

Fig. 5. Mode-1 performance, , with Delta-P-Omega PSS.

in Fig. 3, demonstrating that the presence of PSS does not influ-
ence the behavior appreciably.
The above study has been repeated with a slip-signal PSS.

The inferences are found to be similar to those with Delta-P-
Omega PSS.
4) An Example—Mode-1DampingWithDelta-P-Omega PSS

for : For this case, Table III lists the eigenvalue
for mode-1 with various generator models. From the table it is
clear that the difference in the damping caused by the models is
significantly large at this compensation level. These inferences
are further verified by the time-domain simulations with each of
the models (see Fig. 5).

B. Damping Performance of Rest of the Torsional Modes

In this section, influence of the generator models on the
damping performance of rest of the torsional modes is in-
vestigated. From the case studies it is found that differences
in damping performances offered by the different generator
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Fig. 6. Root-locus plot of mode-4 in the absence of AVR.

Fig. 7. Root-locus plot of mode-4 in the presence of AVR.

models for mode-2 and mode-3 are moderate. On the other
hand, all of the generator models perform quite similarly with
respect to mode-4 in all cases. This is evident from Fig. 6,
wherein the divergence of the EC-model from the OI [or
OIR/EC(Canay)]-model is negligible in a case where AVR
is disabled [though the models differ in ]. Further, it
is also found that the difference in does not contribute
appreciably in the damping of mode-4. This is evident in Fig. 7.
Similar observations are made even when PSS is enabled.
From the study of the damping performance of torsional

modes with different generator models, the following observa-
tions are made:
• The synchronous machine models perform significantly
differently when the FSC compensation level is quite high
which corresponds to mode-1.

• The influence of is significant in comparison to
. This is prominently seen with respect to mode-1.

IV. INFLUENCE OF GENERATOR MODELS ON SLIP-SIGNAL
PSS-TORSIONAL INTERACTIONS

In this section, the influence of the generator models on the
well known slip-signal PSS-torsional interaction (TI) is ana-
lyzed. A slip-signal PSS without torsional filter is considered.

Fig. 8. Root locus of mode-1 to demonstrate slip-signal-torsional-interaction.

The loading level of pu is assumed. The FSC com-
pensation is varied from pu (i.e., no compensation)
to pu (i.e., 80% compensation) in steps of 0.05 pu.
From the study following observations are made (see Fig. 8).
• With any generator model, the mode-1 damping reduces
with an increase in FSC compensation.

• With the OI-model, the mode-1 becomes unstable when
the series compensation is 56% (i.e.,
pu) and above. Whereas with the EC-model and the
OIR/EC(Canay)-model, the mode-1 instability is seen
only when the series compensation is above 72% and
74%, respectively.

• Since the OI-model and the OIR/EC(Canay)-model differ
only in terms of , and in this case, the EC-model
behaves similar to the OIR/EC(Canay)-model, we can
conclude that the influence of the standard transfer func-
tion dominates here also, especially with respect to
mode-1.

A. Example—Slip-Signal TI for an FSC Compensation,

Table IV lists the eigenvalues for an FSC compensation of
. From the table it can be seen that mode-1 is

unstable with the OI-model. However, with the EC-model and
OIR/EC(Canay)-model, mode-1 remains stable as slip-signal
torsional interaction starts only when the level of FSC compen-
sation is above pu. These observations are verified
by the time-domain simulation as well-see Fig. 9. Note that the
simulation plot for the OIR/EC(Canay)-model is not shown sep-
arately since it almost matches with that for the EC-model.

V. INFLUENCE OF GENERATOR MODELS ON DAMPING
PERFORMANCE OF SWING-MODE

In this section, case studies are carried out to investigate the
influence of the generator models on the damping performance
of the swing-mode for various degrees of series compensation of
the transmission line. FSC compensation has been varied from

pu (i.e., no compensation) to pu (i.e.,
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TABLE IV
EIGENVALUES: SLIP-SIGNAL TORSIONAL INTERACTION AT

Fig. 9. Slip-signal torsional interaction, .

90% compensation) in steps of 0.05 pu. All the studies are con-
ducted at fully-loaded condition (i.e., pu).

A. Swing-Mode Damping Performance Without AVR

The root-locus plot of the swing-mode is shown in Fig. 10
when AVR is disabled. The figure shows that the OI-model and
the OIR/EC(Canay)-model behave identically for the reason
which is explained previously. From the figure it is also seen
that eigen-predictions of the EC-model diverge significantly
from the OI [or OIR/EC(Canay)]-model due to the influence of

alone.

B. Swing-Mode Damping Performance With AVR

Fig. 11 shows the swing-mode performance of the system
with each of the generator models when AVR is enabled. From
the figure it can be seen that all the models differ significantly.
Further, it can be noted that when is made effective by con-
sidering AVR, the OIR/EC(Canay)-model tends to shift towards
the EC-model by reducing the difference by nearly 50% with
respect to that indicated in Fig. 10. This clearly shows the dom-
inance of in the swing-mode performance of synchronous
machine models.

C. Swing-Mode Damping Performance With PSS

Swing-mode performance of an FSC compensated system in
the presence of PSS, with the OI-model, is reported in [47]. It is
shown that the type of PSS has a major impact on the damping

Fig. 10. Root-locus plot of swing-mode in the absence of AVR.

Fig. 11. Root-locus plot of swing-mode in the presence of AVR.

of swing-mode. In this section, an investigation is done to un-
derstand the effect of different synchronous machine models on
the swing-mode damping.
To start with, a slip-signal PSS is considered. In this case, the

following observations are made (see Fig. 12):
• For each of the generator models, the damping for the
swing-mode improves with the series compensation up to a
certain level of compensation, (i.e., pu for the
OI-model, pu for the EC-model and

pu for the OIR/EC(Canay)-model), beyond which an
increase in the compensation worsens the damping unlike
in a case where the PSS is absent.

• With the OI-model, an increase in the series compensa-
tion beyond 84% results in an unstable swing-mode. With
the EC-model and the OIR/EC(Canay)-model, the swing-
mode destabilizes when the series compensation is just
above 56% and 64%, respectively.

• At low levels of compensation, the OIR/EC(Canay)-model
behaves similar to that of the OI-model. This shows that the
influence of is small. This also implies that the dif-
ference in is the major cause for the behavior of the
EC-model. However, as the compensation level increases,
the influence dominates as in the torsional mode case.
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Fig. 12. Root-locus of swing-mode in the presence of slip-signal PSS.

Fig. 13. Root-locus of swing-mode in the presence of Delta-P-Omega PSS.

The above study has been repeated with a Delta-P-Omega
PSS. From Fig. 13 it can be seen that with any generator model,
as the FSC compensation increases, the damping of the swing-
mode continues to increase unlike that with a slip-signal PSS.
It is seen that though influence dominates as the compen-
sation level increases, the direction of its effect reverses with
respect to that in slip-signal PSS case. Further, it should be
noted that the difference in the swing-mode damping predic-
tions among the models is relatively small when compared to
that with a slip-signal PSS.

D. Example—Swing-mode Damping With PSS for

For this case, the swing-mode has been listed in Table V
for each of the PSS. From the table it can be seen that with
slip-signal PSS, the stable swing-mode offered by the OI-model
becomes unstable with the EC-model and the OIR/EC(Canay)-
model.
These observations are further verified by time-domain sim-

ulations-see Fig. 14. From the table it is also seen that unlike
with slip-signal PSS, all the models offer a positive damping in
the same range with Delta-P-Omega PSS.

TABLE V
SWING-MODE: AND

Fig. 14. Swing-mode for slip-signal PSS, .

TABLE VI
SWING-MODE: FSC COMPENSATION OF AND

E. Effect of Loading Level on Swing-Mode Damping With
PSS for

In this section, effect of loading level on the swing-mode per-
formance in the presence of PSS is analysed. Table VI lists the
swing-mode for pu with pu for all
the models. By comparing the results with that in Table V, it
can be said that at reduced power levels the difference in the
swing-mode damping offered by the models is relatively lower
than that at full-load conditions.

F. Transfer Function-Based Analysis

The above inferences about the change in the swing-mode
damping with generator models in the presence of PSS, can
be better explained with the help of a transfer function,
i.e., -based analysis [7], [48]. The
phase angle response of the augmented which is the
combined phase response of the and the PSS-transfer
function, provides better insight into the behavior.
Fig. 15 shows the phase angle response of the augmented

(denoted as the phase angle lag ) with slip-signal
PSS for an FSC compensation, pu. From the figure,
it can be said that
• With the OI-model, is well within 60 at swing-mode
frequency.

• The is found to be slightly more than 90 for the
EC-model and the OIR/EC(Canay)-model, resulting in a
negative damping of the swing-mode.
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Fig. 15. Phase response of the augmented [slip-signal PSS],
.

Fig. 16. Phase response of the augmented [Delta-P-Omega PSS],
.

However, with Delta-P-Omega PSS, is much less than 90
for all the generator models-see Fig. 16. Therefore, the swing-
mode does not become unstable with any of the models.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the SSR performance of the IEEE FBS is
studied employing four types of models for the generator:
EC-model, EC(Canay)-model, OI-model and OIR-model. The
case studies presented related to the swing-mode demonstrate
that a slip-signal PSS designed to provide good damping
with the OI-model worsens the swing-mode stability when
the generator model is changed to the EC-model or the
OIR/EC(Canay)-model; however, when a Delta-P-Omega PSS
is used all models behave similarly. This is found to be due to
the following reasons:
1) At low series compensation levels, the influence of
dominates, whereas at high series compensation levels, the
difference in is prominent.

2) This in turn alters the PSS-compensator angle require-
ments as evident from the augmented plots.

TABLE VII
GENERATOR STANDARD PARAMETERS

This implies that when slip-signal PSS is used, it is required to
re-tune the PSS depending upon the compensation level and the
generator model employed. However, if Delta-P-Omega PSS is
used, such a constraint does not exist.
The case studies presented related to the torsional modes

demonstrate that the models perform differently even with
respect to torsional modes and these differences are signif-
icant as we move towards lower torsional modes. It should
be noted that the differences between the EC-models and the
OI-models disappear if one uses the EC(Canay)-model and the
OI(refined)-model for the generator. It is felt that such a study
definitely helps the researchers and academicians to know the
model behavior when it is required to design/tune damping
controllers and to compare results obtained on different com-
putational platforms.

APPENDIX A
SYSTEM DATA

A. IEEE FBS Data

Generator standard parameters are listed in Table VII as spec-
ified in [42]. The mechanical damping (both self and mutual)
data are also listed as given in [6]. All resistances and reactances
are in per unit.

Self damping ,

Mutual damping ,
.

Network data , , ,
.

B. Exciter and PSS Data

Exciter: Single-time-constant static exciter is with
and .

Slip-Signal PSS: The slip-signal PSS uses a phase-lead cir-
cuit (with center frequency, Hz and angle lead,

) and a torsional filter (with and
). The gain set to so that the swing-mode

damping factor is about 5% for an FSC compensation of
pu.
Delta-P-Omega PSS: The parameters are similar to that of

slip-signal PSS with gain so that the swing-mode
damping is the same as mentioned above.

APPENDIX B
CLASSICAL DATA CONVERSION PROCEDURE

The EC-model involves the determination of the basic param-
eters such as field/damper winding resistances and their respec-
tive leakage reactances. Employing the classical data conver-
sion procedure [5], we have
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Using the standard parameters given in Table VII, the basic
parameters obtained for the -axis are listed below (in pu):

APPENDIX C
DETERMINATION OF SHORT-CIRCUIT TIME-CONSTANTS

By relating (2) and (5) we can obtain the following relation-
ships [32]:

(6)

(7)

The above equations permit us to calculate short-circuit time-
constants from the open-circuit time constants. Thus we get

, .
APPENDIX D

DETERMINATION OF FOR OIR-MODEL

An approximate value of can be obtained as [32]

(8)

with

Using the above equations, we obtain .
APPENDIX E

EC (CANAY) PARAMETERS

Following the Canay data conversion procedure and
with as in [39], the basic parameters for the EC
(Canay)-model for the -axis are obtained as listed below (in
pu):
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